Applicant organization:
Review team:
2019 GiVE 365 Grant Theme
Pathways to Success: programs that provide workforce training and career development.
This document is meant to provide a beginning context for conversation and ensure that all review team
members are evaluating the same criteria. Please bring your completed printouts to the committee meeting in
order of preference.
Please rate the following statements 1-5 based on the application and any other personal research, with 1
being the lowest and 5 the highest. Criteria are loosely posted in order of importance with the criteria at the
top of the page carrying more weight.
The project or program clearly addresses the grant theme (above).
The project or program is accessible to the target population.
(Already working with identified population or have a plan to reach target population; location, transportation, schedule,
financial capacity, etc. are considered.)

The project or program engages participants’ community appropriately.
(Responds to the needs of its participant community, partners with other service providers as appropriate)

There is evidence that sufficient planning has been done to make project success
feasible.
(Budget is clear, project is ready to implement, number of project staff/volunteers is adequate, etc.)

The organization has sufficient financial capacity to carry out this project.
(Cash flow sufficient, no significant deficits or anomalies, income appropriately diversified, etc.)

The project will have long-term positive effects on participants.
(Evidence-based, experiential, empowering, etc.)

The project or program has a clear and useful method for measuring success.
(Goals for participants are clear, plan for evaluation in place, participant feedback included)

GiVE 365 funds will have a meaningful impact on the project or program.
(Funds can help leverage further investment or complete amount needed to implement project.)

The project timeline aligns within the grant period and progress of the project can be
creatively shared with members throughout the grant period.
(Activities will take place between May 2019 and April 2020 and can be shared through visual, anecdotal, and/or
experiential updates.)

TOTAL (out of 45)

Please make notes on the back for Community Foundation staff to share with applicants. Feedback can
be an important part of building capacity for nonprofit organizations. Are there things that should have been
included that were not? Are important details left out of the application? Were there elements of the application
that gave you doubts? What other useful information should be shared with the applicant? Your comments are
anonymous.

